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INTRODUCTION 
Let K be an algebraically closed field of prime characteristicp, g a restricted 
Lie algebra (Lie p-algebra) over K, G? its restricted universal enveloping 
algebra. Then dim % = pn (n = dim g). All g-modules considered here are 
assumed to be finite dimensional and restricted; in particular, the notions of 
g-module and &-module coincide. 
After proving a general theorem on tensor products of modules, we shall 
apply the theorem to a Lie algebra g of classical type. Our program, to be 
developed further in a subsequent paper, is illustrated here for the Lie 
algebra sI(2, K) along with the related algebraic group SL(2, K) and the finite 
Chevalley group SL(2,q). The theorem, along with methods developed in [3], 
enables us to reproduce almost without calculation some results on principal 
indecomposable modules for sI(2, K), SL(2, q) discovered earlier by 
Pollack [5], Srinivasan [6], and Jeyakumar [4]. 
1. THEOREM ON TENSOR PRODUCTS 
I f  I/‘, W are g-modules, then so is their tensor product V @ W, the action 
ofX~gbeinggivenbytherule:X*(v@w)=X*v@w+v@X~w. 
Since we assume that V, W are restricted, V @ W is also restricted. Let 
d(X), X E @, denote the action of an arbitrary element of % on V @ W, so d is 
a homomorphism of associative algebras % + End(V @ W). For example, 
if X, YE g, then d(XY) is the endomorphism which sends v  @ w to 
XY*v~w+Y-v@X~w+X-v@Y-w+v@XY~w. 
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THEOREM 1 (see note added in proof). Let V, W be !&-modules, with W 
projective. Then V @ W is also projective. 
In order to prove Theorem 1, we first reformulate it. If G is a finite group, 
KG its group algebra over K, then the analogous theorem (with KG in place 
of %) is well known [2, Exercise 2, p. 4261. The theorem for KG can also be 
viewed as a corollary of Frobenius reciprocity [1, pp. 563-5641. This approach 
carries over easily to &‘, as follows. An arbitrary (finite dimensional) K-module 
M yields an induced %-module @ OK M, if we let & act in the natural way 
(on the left), and this induced module is free (of rank = dim M). On the 
other hand, a @-module N can be restricted to a K-module by simply for- 
getting the action of %. The following theorem will be proved below. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a K-module, N a CZ?-module. Then there is a natural 
isomorphism of left 42-modules: % oxI (M OK N) s (% OK M) @ N, where 
the left side is an induced module (M OK N being viewed simply as K-module), 
and the right side is the tensor product of the two @-modules. 
Once Theorem 2 is proved, Theorem 1 follows easily. Namely, the left side 
in Theorem 2 is a free %-module, while the right side is the tensor product of 
a free %-module and an arbitrary %-module. But projective modules are 
simply direct summands of free modules, so projective tensored with anything 
is projective. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We shall define an explicit &-module homomorphism 
f  and prove that it is surjective; since the two vector spaces in question 
have the same dimension, this will do the trick. There is really no latitude 
in defining f ,  if it is to be natural. As in the case of group algebras, we must 
send 1 @ (m @ n) to (1 @ m) @ n. If X E g, the requirement that f  be a 
%-module homomorphism forces us to send X( 1 @ (m @ n)) = X @ (m @ n) 
toX((1~m)@n)=(X@m)@n+(1@m)~X~n.Ingeneral,ifX~~, 
define f  (X @ (m @ n)) to be d(X)((l @ m) @ n), d as above. Since we are 
dealing with vector spaces, this f  is well defined and extends to a homo- 
morphism of @-modules. It remains to be seen that f  is surjective; for this it 
suffices to show that all (X @ m) @ n (X E g, m EM, n EN) occur in the 
image of f ,  since these clearly generate the @-module (‘% @M) ON. 
Explicitly, (X @ m) @ ft is the image under f  of 
X@(m@n)- 1 @(m@X*n). 
Q.E.D. (Theorems 1 and 2) 
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2. CLASSICAL LIE ALGEBRAS AND CHEVALLEY GROUPS 
To provide a setting for the application of Theorem 1, we first recall 
briefly some notation and facts described in [3] (see also [7]). Let g be a 
classical Lie algebra over K (obtained from a complex semisimple Lie algebra 
gc by Chevalley’s process of reduction modulo p), @ its restricted universal 
enveloping algebra, G the corresponding simply connected algebraic group 
(g = Lie G). For each power 4 of p, let G, be the group of rational points of G 
over the field of p elements; for p = p, simply write G. 
Let A, denote the full weight lattice (character group of a maximal torus of 
G), A the subset ofpz “ restricted” weights (I = rank G) specified by I-tuples 
of integers between 0 and p - 1. The weights h E A index the irreducible 
%-modules MA as well as the PIM’s (principal indecomposable modules = 
indecomposable projective modules) U,, of %. The dominant weights h in A, 
index the irreducible gc-modules V,, , and for X E A, M,, is a homomorphic 
image of VA , a suitable reduction mod p of VA . When h = (p - 1, 
p - l,..., p - l), r,, = MA = U, has dimension pm (m = number of 
positive roots of G) and is called the Steinberg module. It is the only irreducible 
e-module which is equal to its PIM. In general, pm divides dim U, [3, 
Prop. 4.21, and by general principles, dim q = CAEA (dim MA)(dim U,). 
For h E A, MA is also an irreducible G-module. The dominant weights in A, 
index the irreducible G-modules, as follows: Write (uniquely) 
~=X,fp&+..*+pk~, vi E 4, 
then M 10 @ Mif’) @ ... @ M,f”) is the irreducible G-module of highest 
weight A. For q = p k+l, these also yield all the irreducible KG,-modules; 
in particular, the irreducible KG-modules are precisely the MA (A E A). 
Denote by R, the PIM of KG whose unique highest (and lowest) composition 
factor is MA . When M,, = Steinberg module of g, MA = R, . It is well 
known that pm (= order of p-sylow subgroup of G) divides dim RA and that 
) G ] = dim KG = CAEn (dim M,)(dim R,). 
It is known (under possibly some restriction on p) that the highest weights 
of all composition factors of an indecomposable %-module or G-module are 
“linked” in a suitable sense [3, Theorems 4.1, 5.11. 
3. APPLICATION TO SL(2, q) 
Let p now be an odd prime (the details in case p = 2 are left to the reader). 
Consider the special case: g = sI(2, K), G = SL(2, K), G = SL(2, p). Here 
dim % = p3, dim KG = p3 - p. We may identify weights with integers. Here 
it is well known that M,, = VA (A E A), so that dim MA = X + I. By defini- 
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tion, the linkage classes in II are (0, p - 2}, (1, p - 3) ,..., {i, p - 2 - i} ,..., {p - l}. 
The following fact was noticed by Verma (cf. [4]). 
THEOREM 3. The PIM’s VA of @ are (in a natural way) G-modules, hence 
also KG-modules. 
Proof. Following the idea of Jeyakumar [4], we consider the gc-module 
V, @ V,-, (0 < X < p). Thanks to the fact that a tensor product of 
admissible lattices is admissible [7, Lemma 7, p. IO], we can reduce modulo p 
and identify V, @ Vsel with pA @ v$‘,-r (= MA @ M,-,). Call this module 
(for G or @ or KG) Th . An argument like that of [3, p. 521 shows that the 
G-composition factors of T,, are those of the VU (p < h + (p - 1)) for which 
V, occurs as constituent of VA @ V,-, . It is trivial to compute which p do 
occur (Clebsch-Gordan formula); in particular, no p occurs more than once, 
and p cannot occur at all unless it has the same parity as h + (p - 1). 
Decompose T,, into a direct sum of indecomposable G-modules. The 
weight h + (p - 1) has multiplicity one, so it occurs in one of these 
summands, say X, and X has a composition factor of highest weight 
h + (p - 1). All other composition factors of X have highest weights “linked” 
to this one. By definition, such a weight is a nonnegative integer less than 
h + (p - 1) which is congruent modulo p to h - 1 or --h - 1; moreover, it 
must have the same parity as h + (p - 1). Since p is odd, p - h - 1 is the 
only possibility (and V,-,-, does occur once in VA @ V,+, , by Clebsch- 
Gordan). The upshot is that dim X = 2p = dim VA+,-, + dim V,-,-, , 
unless h + p - 1 = p - h - 1 (i.e., h = 0), in which case X= vsi,-r = ma-l 
(Steinberg module). 
By Theorem 1, T,, is a projective @-module, so the G-summands (such as X) 
are also projective %-modules. Now the @-module X is a direct sum of 
PIM’s, each of dimension divisible by p. It is easy to see directly that 
dim U, > 2p unless ~1 = p - 1 (cf. also [3,5]). Therefore X must already be 
a PIM of a. Q.E.D. 
In the situation just described, X is isomorphic to lJ,-,-, . When h # 0, 
its composition factors as G-module are M,-,-l , MA+,-, = MAeI @ Ml’), 
M+,-, . In turn, its composition factors as %-module are M+,-1 , MhmI , 
MA-1 , MD-,-, . 
THEOREM 4. Each PIM U, of 4Y is (in a natural way) a projective 
KG-module. Moreover, U, = R,, (A # 0), while U,, = R, @ RDel . 
Proof. Theorem 3 allows us to obtain U,, concretely as indecomposable 
G-summand of Th . In particular, U, may be viewed as KG-module. But 
M,-, is a projective KG-module, so the analog for KG of Theorem 1 implies 
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that U, is a direct sum of certain PIM’s R, . Of course, U,-, = R,-, . By 
inspection, the KG-composition factors of U, are (for X # p - 1): MA , 
M9-,,-l , MD,-, (when p - h - 3 >, 0), M,, . (Over the prime field, 
MC @ MjP) becomes Mi @ Mi .) This makes it obvious that R, is a summand 
of U, , since the unique top and bottom composition factors of a PIM are 
isomorphic. For the same reason, U,, = R, unless the Steinberg module 
(= unique PIM with a single composition factor) occurs, i.e., unless 
p-h-l=p-l((h=O). Q.E.D. 
In [4] Jeyakumar arrived at essentially these results by doing lengthy 
explicit calculations in the module TA . Earlier, Srinivasan [6] had obtained 
information about the R,, by computing decomposition numbers (and hence, 
Cartan invariants). Notice that Theorem 4 accounts neatly for the discrepancy 
between dim % and dim KG. 
Consider, finally, the group G, , q = p L+l. As in Section 2, the irreducible 
KG,-modules ML = MA @ Ml”) @ ... @ M,$fid) are indexed by (K + 1)-tuples 
A = (A, ) Al ,...) h,) of fntegeri between 0 and p - 1. The corresponding 
PIM’s of KG, may be denoted by R, . In particular, for A = (p - 1, 
p - I,...,p - l), we have Mk = R, . We may construct the G-module 
u, = un, @ lq’ @ -.. @ up as direct summand of a suitable tensor 
product v 0 M&L...,,-,) 9 which is a projective KG,-module (by the 
analog of Theorem 1). U, visibly has a submodule isomorphic to ML , so in 
particular R, must occur as a KG,-summand. On the other hand, Ul,,O,...,,) 
also involves M(P-l.9-l ,..., s-1) as KG,-composition factor, so the latter must 
split off. A simple dimension count (as in [4]) s h ows that no further decomposi- 
tion can occur. 
THEOREM 5. Each U, is a projective KG,-module. Moreover, U, = R, 
unless A = (0, 0 ,..., 0), in which case U, = R, @ RcDel ,.,., P--1) (as KG,-module). 
Note added in proof. This result appears already in B. Pareigis, Kohomologie 
von p-Lie-Algebren, Math. 2. 104 (1968), 281-336. 
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